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AUB wins ‘Best 
Online Cash 
Management 
Bank in Kuwait’ 
KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank (AUB)
announced that it has been awarded the
“Best Online Cash Management Bank”
in Kuwait 2019 in corporate banking for
the third year in succession, by Global
Finance, the leading international
finance magazine. 

This award is given to banks that offer
advanced local, regional and international
banking solutions combined with the lat-
est innovative digital technologies with
the aim to offer modern products and
services that meet the needs and aspira-
tions of customers.

AUB’s Cash Management capabilities
is led by its market leading ‘B2B’ platform
which offers companies the capabilities to
manage their cash, payments and receiv-
ables through the internet and over the
mobile.   

AUB won this award based on  a set of
specialized criteria, including the Bank’s
strong strategy in acquiring and serving
digital customers, success in migrating
customers to digital platforms, the growth

of the digital customers base, the breadth
of digital products offerings, providing
evidence of tangible benefits for the Bank’s
digital initiatives and the unique design of
the Bank’s website.

Ahli United Bank was selected for this
award through a rigorous assessment
process conducted by a world-class jury
at Infosys, a global leader in technology
services, consulting and external support.
The editors of Global Finance took over
the final selection process for all winners
and considered only the banks that
entered the competition for the awards.

On this occasion, Tareq Muhmood, AUB
Acting Chief Executive Officer said “We
are pleased to receive this prestigious
award from Global Finance for the third
time in a row, which is a recognition of the
success of the Bank’s initiatives.  Over the
past 18 months we have seen growing
adoption by our customers of our B2B
platform which is a key differentiator for
Ahli United Bank in Kuwait”.

Muhmood added “Ahli United Bank
has always been at the forefront of inno-
vation in the banking sector. This presti-
gious award confirms our successful
efforts that focus on our customers first
within our digital transformation. Tareq
congratulated AUB’s Cash Management
Team for their vigorous efforts to contin-
ue, develop and expand AUB banking
service in accordance with an ambitious
business plan that is aligned with the

Bank’s vision of digital transformation.”
Hisham Zaghloul, AUB Deputy Chief

Executive Officer, Corporate Banking, said
“We are proud to receive this prestigious
international award from a leading finan-
cial magazine as Global Finance. We are
always striving to provide a unique bank-
ing experience, innovative and integrated
quality services to our customers. We con-
sider this prestigious award as evidence of
the Bank’s leadership in digital services in
a competitive environment as well as the
success of the digital transformation plan
that the Bank systematically implements.”

Ali Al-Naqi, Executive Manager of the
Cash Management Unit and B2B at AUB,
said “Winning this award demonstrates the
customers’ confidence in AUB’s unique
offered banking services and their prefer-
ence for the services and products the
Bank continuously offers them. This recog-
nition gives us a strong stimulus to contin-
ue to achieve excellence in all business
areas and motivates us to continue to
invest a lot of efforts and investments to
firmly establish our distinctive position by
providing innovative financial solutions
that satisfies our customers.

Burgan Bank 
announces 
winners of 
Yawmi draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yesterday the
names of the daily draw winners of its Yawmi account

draw, each taking home a cash-prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners are: 
1. Mohammad Al-Wazzan
2. Al-Sayed Fadhel Al-Sayed Ghaith
3. Abdulnaser Mohammed Abutaleb
4. Majidailal Altameemi
5. Tasnim Abbas Surti
In addition to the daily draw, Burgan Bank also

offers a quarterly draw with more chances to win high-
er rewards, offering the chance to one lucky customer
to win KD 125,000 every three months. The Yawmi

Account offers daily and quarterly draws, wherein the
quarterly draw requires customers to maintain a mini-
mum amount of KD 500 in their account for two
months prior to the draw date. Additionally, every KD
10 in the account will entitle customers to one chance
of winning.  If the account balance is KD 500 and
above, the account holder will be qualified for both the
quarterly and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a Yawmi
account and/or increase their deposit to maximize their
chances of becoming a winner. The higher the level of
the deposit, the higher the likelihood to win. 

Strong first half of 
year for German 
incoming tourism 
DUBAI:  With an increase of 3.3 percent in June, German
incoming tourism is continuing its steady growth.
According to provisional figures from the Federal
Statistical Office, 39.8 million international overnights
were registered across hotels and accommodation estab-
lishments with more than ten beds between January and
June - a three percent (1.2 million) rise on the equivalent
period of the previous year.

“Destination Germany is positioning itself well within
the increasingly competitive market”, says Petra Hedorfer,
Chief Executive Officer of the German National Tourist
Board (GNTB). “According to the latest trend analysis by
IPK International to develop international travel in line
with the World Travel Monitor, Germany’s incoming
tourism is performing better than the worldwide average
(plus 3.5 percent) with an increase of 3.7 percent.
Germany is even generating a growth of four percent
from European source markets, according to IPK, placing
it well ahead of the European average (plus 2.5 percent).”
There was a 4.7 percent increase on comparative figures
of the previous year in flight bookings made by overseas
visitors throughout the first half of 2019, according to
analyses by market research company Forward Keys. The
segment of advance bookings (at least 120 days prior to
departure) grew far above average by 11 percent. 

Destination Germany’s partners 
confirm positive development

Gabriela Ahrens, Senior Director of Leisure Sales
Home Markets (DACH) at Lufthansa Group, explains: “As
our home market, Lufthansa’s focus is on Destination
Germany. We have recognized the importance and
potential of Germany’s incoming tourism, and are
increasingly targeting the segment with various target
group-orientated activities with the German National
Tourist Board.” Andreas von Puttkamer, Head of Aviation
at Munich Airport, adds:  “In the first half of 2019, Munich
Airport registered a new record of 22.7 million air pas-
sengers, with an increase just short of five percent (more
than one million additional passengers). Once again, the
intercontinental segment proved to be the driver of
growth, seeing a rise of over ten percent within this peri-
od.” And there is a further record year in sight for
Germany’s hotels, according to Markus Luthe, Managing
Director of the German Hotel Association (IHA):
“Holidays in Germany are back in trend in Germany in
particular. In addition, bookings made by international
guests are continuing to rise. With an increase of four
percent, the average return per room (RevPAR) is even
above the European average of 3.3 percent.”

With its “German Summer Cities” campaign, the
German National Tourist Board has already been able
to strengthen the popularity of Destination Germany
this year. Visitor attractions are enjoying an especially
dynamic increase in demand. Dr.-Ing. h.c. Roland Mack,
Managing Partner of Europa-Park GmbH & Co Mack
KG, explains: “Europa-Park kicked off the 2019 season
with many new, exciting attractions. “Kronasar - The
Museum-Hotel” was completed in May and is welcom-
ing its first guests. In addition, we have recently cele-
brated the reopening of the Scandinavian themed area.
These highlights have played a role in increasing our
overnights from France, Switzerland and the United
Arab Emirates within the first half of the year already.”

Evelina Hederer, Director of Business Development
at Expedia Group Media Solutions, comments: “The
demand from Germany’s TOP 5 incoming markets - the
USA, Great Britain, Japan, Canada and Australia -
increased by more than five percent in comparison to
the previous year within the first half of 2019. Berlin
and Hamburg were particularly popular with steady
growth throughout the first six months, as were
Cologne, D¸sseldorf and the Black Forest, which even
registered double-digit growth.”

Cautiously optimistic outlook for second half of year
Early indications for the second half of 2019 suggest

ongoing stable development. According to Forward
Keys, the advance bookings for flights from overseas
markets to Germany were 2.1 percent above the com-
parative figures of the previous year at the end of July.

Petra Hedorfer adds: “These latest analyses should
not let us forget that we still have major challenges such
as weaker economic growth in the eurozone, climate
discussions, trade conflicts and the possibility of a no-
deal Brexit to overcome.”

JACKSON HOLE, Wyo:  Global central bank chiefs know their
job is to keep the economy out of the ditch. What became
clear at the US Federal Reserve’s central banking conference
in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, over the past couple of days is that
not only do other people hold the wheel, some seem intent on
steering toward trouble.

“We are experiencing a series of major political shocks; we
saw another example of that yesterday,” Reserve Bank of
Australia Governor Philip Lowe said on Saturday, a day after
China and the United States slapped more tariffs on each oth-
er’s goods and US President Donald Trump called on
American companies to shut down their operations in the
Asian nation.

As those political shocks slow growth, Lowe said in a panel
discussion, “there is a strongly-held view that the central bank
should just fix the problem ... The reality is much more compli-
cated,” and not something monetary policy can likely repair.

His comments spoke to an uncomfortable truth that hov-
ered over an annual symposium where the mountain back-
drop and two days of technical debate often seem distant
from the world of realpolitik. Even as central bankers and
economists referred to the deep connections that now tie the
world’s economies together, a US-driven trade war seemed
to be driving them apart and raising the specter of a broad
global downturn.

Worse, it’s a downturn none of the central bankers seemed
confident about how to fight - coming not from a business- or
financial-cycle meltdown that they have a playbook to combat,
but from political choices that threaten to crater business con-
fidence. If that’s the problem, Lowe and others said, lower
interest rates - something demanded by Trump to get an
upper hand in the trade war - will do little to help.

“The problem is in the president of the United States,” for-
mer Fed Vice Chair Stanley Fischer said at a lunch event on
Friday. “How the system is going to get around some of the
sorts of things that have been done lately, including trying to
destroy the global trading system, is very unclear. I have no
idea how to deal with this.”

It was a rare calling out of Trump, though his presence
infused other remarks. Fed Chair Jerome Powell, handpicked
by Trump to run the central bank but now an object of the

president’s ire, noted in his opening speech that the Fed had no
chartbook for building a new global trading system.

Last moment 
Central banks have asked politicians for years to use fiscal

policy more constructively and address structural problems
plaguing economies. What they’ve gotten instead is a fast mul-
tiplying set of risks, with the trade war at the epicenter but
also including the possibility of a disruptive British exit from
the European Union, an economic slowdown in Germany, a
political collapse in Italy, rising political tensions in Hong Kong,
and longstanding international institutions and agreements
under pressure.

European Council President Donald Tusk described this
weekend’s G7 leaders’ summit in the French seaside resort of
Biarritz as a “last moment” for its members - the United States,
Britain, Germany, Japan, France, Italy and Canada - to restore
unity.

Amidst all the tumult, and with interest rates across the
globe already lower than they’ve been historically, monetary
policy may be no match. “There is not that much policy space
and there are material risks at the moment that we all are try-
ing to manage,” Bank of England Governor Mark Carney said
here on Friday.

Small countries like Sweden and Turkey, buffeted by
volatile capital flows as central banks worldwide cut rates, are
now struggling to deal with the possibility that the global trad-
ing order may be changing for good. Meanwhile, large nations
worry they will slip into a rut that may be hard to escape.

For the US central bank, if trade uncertainty drives down
business investment and starts to hurt consumer spending, it
may find itself cutting rates back to zero with the economy still
muddling along, forcing Powell and his fellow policymakers to
weigh whether to restart crisis-era tools even outside a crisis
or recession.

“There’s only so much a monetary policy action can do,”
Cleveland Fed President Loretta Mester told Reuters on the
sidelines of the conference on Saturday. “You have to recog-
nize that the US economy is affected by what’s going on in the
rest of the world ... I do worry about this whole undermining of
institutions globally.”

In a development that has cheered some policymakers,
Germany has signaled it may deliver some fiscal stimulus to
offset a manufacturing slump. But with the European Central
Bank signaling it too is ready to battle slowing growth by eas-
ing policy further, Powell’s Fed may be forced to act despite its
desire to stay above the day-to-day fray of changing trade
policy. “You need to respect that we are part of the global
economy; the global economy is slowing, other central banks
are easing, and they are responding to a common global slow-
down,” Fed Vice Chair Richard Clarida said on Friday.

“What monetary policy can do is to use its tools to do the
best it can to keep the economy close to full employment and
stable inflation; depending upon the shock hitting the economy
and depending upon the response to that shock, the insulation
may not be perfect,” Clarida said. —Reuters

G7 summit at Biarritz is ‘last moment’ for its members: Tusk 

Central bankers face shocks, 
and hope to avoid the worst

Sudan needs up 
to $10 billion in 
aid to rebuild 
economy: PM 
KHARTOUM: Sudan needs $8 billion in foreign aid over the
next two years to cover its import bill and help rebuild its
ravaged economy after months of political turmoil, its new
prime minister said on Saturday. Abdalla Hamdok, sworn in
three days earlier to head a transitional government after the
ousting of veteran leader Omar Al-Bashir, said up to another
$2 billion of foreign reserves deposits were needed in the
next three months to halt a fall in the currency.

The 61-year-old economist, who has worked for the UN
Economic Commission for Africa, said he had started talks
with the IMF and the World Bank to discuss restructuring
Sudan’s crippling debt, and had approached friendly nations
and funding bodies about the aid.

Mounting public anger over shortages of food, fuel and
hard currency triggered mass demonstrations that eventual-
ly forced Bashir from power in April. “We are in communi-
cation to achieve this,” Hamdok said in his first interview
with a foreign media outlet. “The foreign reserves in the

central bank are weak and very low.”
“However,” he said, “there won’t be a forced prescription

from the IMF or the World Bank on Sudan.” On the politi-
cally tricky topic of government subsidies for bread, fuel,
electricity and medicine, Hamdok said any changes would
only be made after “deep discussions” with the people.

“The people are the ones who will make the decision on
this issue,” he said. He also said he had been talking with the
United States to remove Sudan from its list of state spon-
sors of terrorism - a designation which has left Khartoum
isolated from most of the international financial system since
1993. There was no immediate comment from the U.S. gov-
ernment, the IMF or the World Bank.

Devalued currency 
Sudan has been in economic turmoil since it lost the bulk

of its oil production in 2011 when South Sudan seceded
after decades of civil war. It has devalued the pound several
times but not been able to halt the fall. One dollar currently
fetches 65 pounds on the black market versus the official
rate of 45.

“We will work to unify the exchange rate, and to manage
the exchange rate using a flexible managed exchange rate,”
Hamdok said, without going into details. He said Sudan
needed to restore trust in the banking system. Hamdok, who
studied agricultural economics, has also worked at the
African Development Bank and most recently as a special
advisor at the Trade and Development Bank in Ethiopia. He
said Sudan needed to tap its agricultural potential.

Sudan is rich in agricultural resources but high taxes,
corruption and mismanagement have held back investment
in the sector for decades. “We want to take the Sudanese
economy from an economy based on consumption and
imports to a productive economy, and stop exporting prod-
ucts such as livestock and agriculture as raw materials,”
Hamdok said. “Instead, we will aim to process them so as to
create added value.” 

He also said he wants to focus on peace-building in a
nation that has seen conflicts flare in multiple parts of the
country, and endured a civil war that ended in the succes-
sion of the South.

“Stopping war, which represents 70 percent of the
expenditure in the budget, will create a surplus that can be
invested in production and particularly agriculture, live-
stock, and related industries,” he said. Shortly after Bashir
was ousted, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia
pledged $3 billion in aid to Sudan, in the form of a $500
million deposit in the central bank, which Sudan has already
received, as well as fuel, wheat, and medicine. The generals
who forced Bashir from power took over and then, after
months of wrangling and further violent protests, agreed to
set up a transitional body including civilians to pave the way
to elections in three years’ time.

Many hope Hamdok can shepherd Sudan through the
transitional period, but some opposition members and ana-
lysts worry that the power-sharing deal may fall short of
expectations in a country where the military, backed by
Islamists, has dominated for decades. —Reuters

JACKSON HOLE, Wyo:  Central bank chiefs attend the central banking conference in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. 
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